
Language Studio is a companion ELD program for Grades K-2 that extends the 
knowledge-rich lessons in CKLA. Students learning English are supported at all proficiency 
levels as they strengthen vocabulary and language skills while applying and extending their knowledge. 
This unique approach provides an effective structure for helping English language learners build 
proficiency in English.

Language Studio supports ELLs through: 
•  Lessons that parallel CKLA to support students as they move between the

two programs.

•  Explicit teaching of academic and domain vocabulary that ties back to and
unlocks the meaning in complex texts.

•  Daily lessons for instruction in all four domains of language: reading, writing,
speaking, and listening.

•  Tools that help classroom teachers address the needs of ELLs, including
progress-monitoring rubrics and in-the-moment supports.

The ELD companion to CKLA that grounds 
English language development in the rich  

content of the core program
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supports the latest 

ELD standards, 

including WIDA 

PRIME V2.
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Language Studio effectively integrates into the core program by building on CKLA’s knowledge domains. 
It provides a bridge to the rich core content so students can—in English—explore great civilizations, meet 
remarkable people, and examine world-changing events and ideas. Language Studio brings the world to 
English language learners.
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Language Studio Activity Books feature:
• Domain content from CKLA read-alouds

to engage students in conversation.

• Authentic and relevant hands-on
activities designed for students who
are learning English.

• Visual supports to help ELLs bridge
experience and knowledge, including
engaging images, anticipation guides,
and graphic organizers.

Language Studio Teacher Guides feature:
• Formative and summative assessments

and language proficiency rubrics to aid
progress-monitoring.

• Targeted differentiation and scaffolding
for students at five levels of English
proficiency.

• Lesson segments to inspire deep
authentic learning, including Talk Time,
Building Background, and On Stage.
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Have questions? Want samples?
Daniel Vasquez, your local account executive,  
is standing by to offer support. 

Daniel Vasquez
Oregon Account Executive
dvasquez@amplify.com
(408) 818-0410




